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In assessing the effect of a psychological disorder on an individual’s ability to 
maintain gainful employment, there are no generally applicable rules. Each case 
must be judged according to its own particulars. The more complete the 
supporting documentation the better the chances of an accurate assessment. 
 
The impact of psychological disorders upon the maintenance of gainful 
employment is far from being clearly delineated. Problems still exist which need 
to be overcome before general agreement can be reached in the classification of 
psychological disorders and their vocational impact. 
 
This is not a problem unique to the fields of psychology and psychiatry, as there 
is considerable disagreement as to what constitutes an acceptable definition for 
physical health as well. With physical health, however, there is higher inter-
observer reliability in classification and diagnosis than is presently obtained in the 
field of abnormal psychology, where there appears to be reasonable diagnostic 
reliability across major fields, but not for specific diagnoses. 
 
In addition, the classification of abnormal behaviors or psychological disorders 
does not readily lend itself to predictions about vocational behavior. Severe 
disorders with loss of reality testing, as in psychotic disorders, may be 
exceedingly debilitating in their acute phase, but subsequently the individual may 
go on to display adequate adjustment. Obversely, individuals with relatively 
benign diagnoses may show a great deal of impairment with respect to work 
behavior. 
 
Finally, additional problems arise concerning the prediction of behavior based on 
an individual's general behavior traits or other qualities. There is considerable 
evidence to show that some types of behavior are situationally specific and 
cannot be predicated on the basis of an individual's general character traits 
(Mischel, 1968). 
 
It is difficult to predict from a person's psychological diagnosis how he or she will 
adjust to a specific work setting. In recent years, a number of specialized means 
of assessing individual behavior, both psychologically and vocationally, have 
been developed. In order to make the most accurate possible determination, it is 
best to accumulate as much data as possible regarding the individual case since 
no generalized predictions are useful in these circumstances. The most valid 
means of predicting whether an individual with a specific psychological diagnosis 
can function within any given work setting will involve an analysis of the 
individual's case records as well as his or her test data. 
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